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Abstrat

Let P be a simple polygon. We de�ne a witness set W to be a set of points suh that if any (prospetive) guard

set G guards W , then it is guaranteed that G guards P . We show that not all polygons admit a �nite witness set.

If a �nite minimal witness set exists, then it annot ontain any witness in the interior of P ; all witnesses must lie

on the boundary of P , and there an be at most one witness in the interior of any edge. We give an algorithm to

ompute a minimal witness set for P in O(n

2

log n) time, if suh a set exists, or to report the non-existene within

the same time bounds. We also outline an algorithm that uses a witness set for P to test whether a (prospetive)

guard set sees all points in P .

1. Introdution

Approximately seven years ago, Joseph Mithell

posed the Witness Problem to Tae-Cheon Yang

during a researh visit of the latter: "Given a poly-

gon P , does it admit a witness set, i.e., a set of

objets in P suh that any (prospetive) guard set

that guards the witnesses is guaranteed to guard

the whole polygon?"

In this paper we onsider point witnesses that

are allowed to lie anywhere in the interior or on the

boundary of the polygon. We want to determine

for a given polygon P whether a �nite witness set

exists, and if this is the ase, to ompute aminimal

witness set.

A preliminary full version of this paper is avail-

able as tehnial report [3℄. Due to spae limita-

tions, we omitted several lemmas of minor impor-

tane and the proofs of the remaining lemmas in

this abstrat.

2. Preliminaries

Throughout this paper, P denotes a simple poly-

gon with n verties V (P ) = fv

0

; v

1

; : : : ; v

n�1

g;

we assume that the verties are ordered in oun-

terlokwise diretion. The edges of P are de-

noted with E(P ) = fe

0

; e

1

; : : : ; e

n�1

g, with e

i

=

(v

i

; v

i+1 mod n

). We onsider an edge e

i

to be the

losed line segment between its inident verties,

and P to be a losed subset of E

2

.

A point p in P sees a point q in P if the line

segment pq is ontained in P . Sine polygons are

losed regions, the line-of-sight pq is not bloked

by grazing ontat with the boundary of P ; this

de�nition of visibility is ommonly used in the Art

Gallery literature [7℄.

We say that a point p in P sees past a reex

vertex v of P if p sees v, and the edges inident to

v do not lie on di�erent sides of the line through p

and v (i.e., one of the edges may lie on this line).

Let p be a point in P . The visibility polygon of

p is the set of points in P that are visible to p. We

denote the visibility polygon by VP(p). The visi-

bility kernel of a point p is the kernel of its visibility

polygon and is denoted by VK(p).
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De�nition 1 A witness set for a polygon P is a

point set W in P for whih the following holds: if,

for any arbitrary set of points G in P , eah element

of W is visible from at least one point in G, then

every point in P is visible from at least one point

in G.

The following theorem states the neessary and

suÆient onditions on witness sets:

Theorem 2 A point set W is a witness set for a

polygon P if and only if the union of the visibility

kernels of the elements of W overs P ompletely.

We also apply the onept of witnesses to indi-

vidual points. For two points p and q in a polygon

P , we say that p is a witness for q (or alternatively,

that pwitnesses q), if any point that sees p also sees

q. The following lemma is analogous to Theorem 2:

Lemma 3 If p and q are points in a polygon P ,

then p witnesses q if and only if q lies in VK(p).

The following lemma shows that witnessing is

transitive:

Lemma 4 Let P be a polygon, and let p, q, and r

be points in P . If p witnesses q and q witnesses r,

then p witnesses r.

This leads to the notion ofminimal witness sets :

De�nition 5 Let P be a polygon and let W be a

witness set for P .W is alled a minimal witness set

for P if, for any w 2W , W n fwg is not a witness

set for P .

Lemma 6 Let P be a polygon, and let W be a wit-

ness set for P . W is a minimal witness set for P

if and only if for any w 2 W , w does not lie in

VK(w

0

) for any w

0

2 W;w

0

6= w.

Lemma 7 Let P be a polygon. If W is a witness

set for P , then (i) there exists a subset W

0

� W

suh that W

0

is a minimal witness set for P , and

(ii) for any supersetW

00

�W , W

00

is a witness set

for P .

Observe that not all polygons are witnessable

with a �nite witness set; see Figure 1. The polygon

on the left is witnessable by three witnesses (the

blak dots), but the polygon on the right needs an

in�nite number of witnesses. The visibility kernels

of the witnesses indiated at four of the verties

of the polygon do not over the omplete polygon.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. The polygon on the left is witnessable with three

witnesses, while the polygon on the right needs an in�nite

number of witnesses.

Adding witnesses to the remaining verties does

not help, as these verties are already witnessed

and witnessing is transitive. It turns out that we

would need to over both unwitnessed segments

on the boundary of the polygon ompletely with

witnesses to get an (in�nite) witness set for this

polygon.

3. Visibility kernels

In this setion we study several properties of vis-

ibility kernels, that are used in the next setion to

establish our main results on �nite witness sets.

Let P be a polygon with n verties and edges,

as de�ned in Setion 2. It is well-known that the

kernel of a polygon P is the intersetion of the

positive halfspaes of its edges; when this kernel is

non-empty, the polygon is said to be star-shaped.

The visibility polygon VP(p) of a point p in P is

star-shaped by de�nition (the kernel ontains at

least p). However, there is an alternative way of

desribing VK(p) that turns out to be useful.

The edges of the visibility polygon VP(p) an be

lassi�ed into two groups (see Figure 2):

(i) An edge e of VP(p) oinides with the part

of an edge e

0

of P that is visible from p.

(ii) An edge e of VP(p) is indued by the direted

line `(p; v) through p and a reex vertex v of

P suh that p sees past v.

The visibility kernel VK(p) is the intersetion of

the losure of the positive half-spaes indued by

the lines through all edges of VP(p). The reader

may wonder why we introdue this seemingly om-

pliated alternative representation of the edges of

VP(p). The reason is that for any p, there may be

many edges in group (ii), but at most two of these

ontribute to VK(p). This helps us to redue the

omplexity of the data strutures involved in om-
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Fig. 2. Two types of edges of VP(P ).

puting the union of a set of visibility kernels; see

Setion 5.

We onlude this setion with a property of visi-

bility kernels that is of use in the remainder of this

paper.

Lemma 8 If a point p in a polygon P sees past a

reex vertex v 2 V (P ), then p lies on the boundary

of VK(p).

4. Finite witness sets

We would like to determine for a given simple

polygon P whether a �nite witness set for P exists,

and if so, to ompute suh a set.

We have seen that a point p witnesses a point q

if q lies in VK(p). This means that for a witness set

W , the union

S

w2W

VK(w) must over the whole

polygon p.

For a polygon P and a set W of points in P ,

let A(W ) be the arrangement in P indued by the

supporting lines of the line segments of type (i) and

of those of type (ii) that ontribute to VK(w), for

every witness w 2W .

For any ell  of A(W ) and any point w 2 W , 

lies either ompletely inside or ompletely outside

VK(w). This means that W is a witness set for P

if and only if every ell of A(W ) is ontained in

VK(w) for at least one w 2W .

We denote the ardinality of W by m. Beause

for every w 2 W , there are at most two verties

in group (ii) that ontribute to VK(w), there are

in total at most n + 2m line segments that de�ne

A(W ), and therefore the omplexity of A(W ) is

O((n + m)

2

). We disuss how to test the ells of

A(W ) on ontainment in visibility kernels in Se-

tion 5.

Via several lemmas that are derived from Lem-

mas 4 and 8, we arrive at the following lemma:

Fig. 3. For any n there is a polygon with n verties that

is witnessable with no less than n� 2 witnesses. Witnesses

in the example are indiated with blak dots.

Lemma 9 Let P be a simple polygon. If W is a

�nite minimal witness set for P , then no element

of W lies in int(P ).

Note that a onvex polygon an be witnessed by

a single point in its interior. However, suh a one-

element witness set is not minimal, as the empty

set is also a witness set for any onvex polygon.

Given the above lemma, we only need to on-

entrate on witnesses that lie on the boundary of

P . Analyzing the possible on�gurations of witness

sets, we arrive at the following theorem:

Theorem 10 Let P be a simple polygon with n

edges. If a �niteminimal witness setW for P exists,

then all witnesses w 2 W lie on the boundary of P .

Eah edge has at most one witness w 2 W in its

interior. If an edge has one or two witnesses on its

inident verties, then there annot be any witness

in the interior of the edge. Finally, for eah n �

4 there is a polygon that needs no less than n � 2

witnesses to be witnessed.

The lowerbound onstrution is given in Fig-

ure 3.

5. Algorithms

In this setion we outline an algorithm that om-

putes a minimal �nite witness set W for a simple

polygon P , if suh a set exists, or reports the non-

existene of suh a set otherwise. We also outline

an algorithm that uses a witness setW for P to test

whether a set of points G in P guards the whole

polygon.

The algorithm to ompute a minimal witness set

W for a given simple polygon P with n verties

works as follows:
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{ First, we plae witnesses at andidate positions.

We plae a witness at every vertex of P , and one

halfway eah edge of P . This step runs in O(n)

time.

{ Next, using A(W ), we test whetherW

0

is a wit-

ness set for P with a sweepline approah. If it

is, we extrat a minimal witness set W fromW

0

in the next step; otherwise, we report that no

�nite witness set for P exists. This step takes

O(n

2

logn) time.

{ We extrat a minimal witness set W by repeat-

edly removing an unneessary witness, i.e. wit-

nesses that are witnessed by another witness in

W

0

. This step takes O(n

2

logn) time.

This leads to the following theorem:

Theorem 11 Let P be a simple polygon with n

verties. If a �nite witness set for P exists, a �nite

minimal suh setW an be omputed inO(n

2

logn)

time. Otherwise, if no �nite witness set for P exists,

than this an be reported in the same running time.

Next, we need an algorithm for testing whether

a set G of g guards in a polygon P together see

the whole polygon. A straightforward hek, with-

out using witnesses, an be performed in O((g

2

+

gn log g) log(g + n)) time [2,4℄.

Can we do better if a witness set W of size m

for P is given? We test for eah witness whether it

an be seen by a guard by performing (at most) g

ray shooting queries, or O(gm) queries in total. P

an be preproessed for ray shooting in O(n), after

whih a query takes O(log n) time [5℄. So the total

preproessing time, inluding the omputation of

W , beomes O(n

2

logn) time, and the query time

is O(gm logn). Note that in the worst ase m =

�(n). This query time is faster then the straight-

forward approah desribed above, but not nees-

sarily very muh (how muh preisely depends on

the parameters g andm). If m (the number of wit-

nesses) is small and g (the number of guards) is

large, then the gain is big.

6. Conluding remarks

We showed that if a polygon P admits a �nite

witness set, then any minimal witness set W for

P has no witnesses in the interior of P , there is

at most one witness in the interior of eah edge of

P . If an edge has one or two witnesses on its ini-

dent verties, then there annot be a witness in the

interior of this edge. It follows that any minimal

witness set for P has at most n elements. Further-

more, for any n � 4, there is a polygon for whih

the minimum size witness set has n� 2 witnesses.

Aminimal �nite witness set for P an be omputed

in O(n

2

logn) time, if it exists.

It remains open whether the problem of �nd-

ing a minimum size witness set for a given poly-

gon is omputable. It is well-known that the prob-

lem of �nding a minimum size guard set is NP-

omplete [1,6℄. We onjeture, however, that �nd-

ing a minimum size witness set is omputable in

polynomial time, and we are urrently working to-

wards turning our onjeture into a theorem.

Another interesting diretion for further re-

searh is to onsider other types of witnesses, suh

as (a subset of) the edges of the polygon. We

believe that we an extend our urrent lemmas,

theorems, and algorithms to test whether a poly-

gon is witnessable by an minimal in�nite witness

set, where all the witnesses lie on the boundary of

the polygon.
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